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CLOVER BLOCK ON THE HILL COUNTRY

From the GM
As I write the newsletter, we are in our first day
of the Government enforced lock-down, surreal
times but feeling privileged to live and work
with the people I do in a pretty stunning part of
the world and happy to be keeping to ourselves.
I imagine many things will change in our world
post Coronavirus and a lot of it will be good,
particularly for the environment, maybe less
visitors, less internal travel now that we have
found that video conferencing works just as well
as being there, amazing!
One would hope that given tourism will
probably be on its knees for some time, the
current government will begin to appreciate
what farming does for the economy and stop
trying to kick us to death.
No season is the same in farming and we had
a wet winter then two weeks of magnificent
weather in early September then it rained
sideways and snowed for the rest of lambing
and calving. The tractors didn’t turn a wheel for
six weeks in the spring when we should have
been getting crops in the ground, and we only

got the last of the new grass sown in early March
when it normally would be all in by Christmas
and we will be lucky to get a grazing off it before
the winter.
Having said that it has been pretty good
since Christmas and we have bought in a few
thousand store lambs, many from our ram
clients which has been a real bonus.
We have been part of an RMPP group in
Southland focusing on trying to improve the
legume content of hill country pasture. It has
been a very interesting exercise and given us
access to some of the best people in the business
to come down and talk to us and offer advice.
We have sown a steep northerly facing 40ha
block on our hill country with straight clover, red,
white and sub clover and the results have been
spectacular. We threw the seed on last autumn
and let the clover go to seed this summer before
grazing it with cattle. The outcome has given us
the confidence to repeat the exercise and we are
looking at doing something similar on the 860
ha hill country development block that will be
in its final stage of development in the spring.
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We have also significantly reduced the amount of
grass in our seed mixes on both the hill country
and Downs and upped the clover content and
we are confident this will have a big impact on
animal performance.
Our hill manager Mark Kennedy and Station Cook
Bec Gallagher were married in early March and
Stock Manager Jacob Mackie is now engaged to
Heather his fiancée
and we congratulate
them all.
We wish you all the
best as the confirmed
Covid-19 cases spiral
upwards everyday
and hope that you
stay safe in these
challenging times, the
show must go on.

Ceri Lewis

Mount Linton
General Manager

Suftex and Mainstay
Marbled Mount Linton
Martha Broughton
2019 brought plenty of challenges but I think 2020 has already topped it.
As I sit here and write this from day 3 of a 14-day Covid-19 self-isolation.
It’s not too much different to what some of us farmers are already used
to. Although I was definitely not going to be missing out on the famous
Mount Linton smoko, which now gets dropped at the mailbox!
It was great meeting some of you over the ram selling season and
speaking with others over the phone, we always enjoy hearing about
your operation and how our genetics are adding value. It is a busy time
of year for a lot of you so we appreciate the time and effort it takes to
come down to see us.
The 2019 lambing started very smoothly, with half as many bearings as
2018 and we only had to assist 4 M.A maternal ewes, it felt too good to
be true and it was, the weather turned to custard in the second week of
September and didn’t stop until Christmas.

Ram selling season in January 2021 is going to be a very exciting one
with two more breed variations becoming available. The high marbling
Hampshire-Suftex terminal and equally high marbling maternal
composites. We have been collecting as much data on the new ram
lambs as possible, which are already very impressive animals, steadily
pumping along getting ready for mating. Previously the only way to
test for eating quality was to eat the animal but through work done by
Agresearch we can now predict a lamb’s eating quality via a DNA test, we
used Zoetis’ low density 15k SNP chip. This helps us select rams based on
their Meat-Eating quality indexes as well as their terminal and maternal
indexes. We have also been getting data on the rams from CT scanning;
Innervision has been researching whether it can offer a breeding value
for intramuscular fat based off the images from CT scanning. Mount
Linton has put lambs in the project for the last two years and have
received research-based IMF EBV’S in return, which further help with
sire selections. This year we have also got some phenotypic data on the
ram lambs by using a new ultrasound scanner with images being sent
to American specialists, whom have had years of experience analysing
IMF images of cattle and sheep muscle. By combining all of these results
and assessing their structure we will be able to pick the best rams to be
kept and used on the genetic flock and be sent to various progeny trials.
I have selected four of the best Hampshire x rams and the best maternal
composites to be apart of a progeny test in the Hawkes Bay looking
at producing a high value IMF lamb product. The rams will be mated
to their trial flock, in which all the progeny will be killed and eating
quality data will be collected from the meat; such as tenderness, IMF,
pH, colour and juiciness. The trial is similar to the South Island Genomic
Calibration project carried out at Duncraigen, which I mentioned in the
last newsletter. We will also be sending two rams to Duncraigen again
this year, so next year we will have a lot of solid results from our high
marbling rams.

TRIPLET LAMBS BEING TAILED EARLY BEFORE THE BAD WEATHER HIT

RAM SELLING SEASON TO CHANGE
We have decided to push our ram selling season out to mid-January.
It has always been a tough gig using the ram lambs for two cycles on
the Station in the autumn then getting them back up to speed and
presenting them for sale in late November, early December. In a wet
winter and spring this is doubly difficult. While we make no apologies
for putting our sheep under pressure, we feel the extra month in the
spring will make a big difference to how we can present them.

THE HAMPSHIRE X AND COMPOSITE RAM HOGGET’S PICKED FOR THE
HIGH IMF PROGENY TRIAL

By combining all of this data and results we will be able to identify and
breed from our sires that have a balance of meat quality and terminal/
maternal traits.

EWE HOGGET’S BEING SORTED AFTER WEANING

Our aim is to produce high value
well marbled lambs that survive,
grow and yield.
@marbledmountlinton

Angus
“To breed fertile, thick, moderate framed cattle that lower the cost of
production and produce a high value niche product”

BREEDING OBJECTIVE:

Mature Cow Weight
Ceri Lewis
When I started looking after the performance recorded herd at Mount
Linton in about 2007, the Australasian Angus breed average EBV for 600
Day weight was 83 and MCW was 72, the 600 Day weight is now 109
and MCW 95 which worries me.
The Mount Linton herd was fortunate enough to be involved in the
Trans-Tasman Beef Cow Productivity Programme that went for several
years and wound up last year. Some of the biggest Beef seed stock
producers and farmers from both New Zealand and Australia were
involved in recording body weight and condition score three times a
year. One of the objects of the programme was to better define Mature
Cow Weight.
At the moment it is a reasonably blunt tool as it is based on the cow’s
body weight at weaning and does not take into consideration the
cows frame score or body condition. This is misleading as you can have
a frame score 7.5 cow with a body condition score of 5 with exactly
the same MCW EBV as a cow which is a frame score 5 and has a body
condition score of 7.5, obviously the second animal is far more desirable
in a hill country environment. In terms of better defining MCW, we are
not there yet but hopefully not too far away.
We have always had a very disciplined approach to MCW and our herd
profile reflects this both in terms of the EBV and the phenotype of our
cattle. We have resisted the fad to chase growth at the cost of MCW
because we can’t afford for our cows to get any bigger because they
eat too much grass over winter to maintain themselves and we can
winter significantly more cows, furthermore we are killing our R2 steers
at an average of 325kgs carcass weight so feel we have plenty enough
growth even though we are below the breed average.
I came across a Bull last year on my annual trip to Australia that ticked
all the boxes except one, he was a very moderate framed Bull, full of
muscle and well over three times breed average for IMF at 5.7, but at the
time I didn’t seriously consider him because he was 113 for MCW but in
hindsight I think I made the wrong call.
His MCW EBV should tell you that he will leave big framed cows but
does not reflect the fact that he comes in a very moderate package and
weighs like lead. I think we will climb into him this year.

EWES HEADING OUT TO HILL

18 MONTH BULL CATALOGUE
Our 18-month Bull catalogue will be out in late April and the Bulls will
be ready to go in mid-May. It is hard to predict at this stage what the
Covid-19 situation will be by then but given we sell by private treaty
we are going to be very flexible and I will be in contact with you all in
good time.
At this stage it would also seem unlikely that we will be doing any client
visits this winter but the landscape may well have changed by July if
everyone behaves themselves for the next month.

END OF SEPTEMBER

HEIFER AND CALF IN JANUARY
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